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Line

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

1

Design / Project Plan

1.00000

EA

$20,000.000000

$20,000.00

Comm Code

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Line

2

Comm Code

Design / Project Plan

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

Implementation

1.00000

EA

$30,000.000000

$30,000.00

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Line

3

Comm Code

Implementation

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

Set Up and Configuration (per
election)

4.00000

EA

$5,000.000000

$20,000.00

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Set Up and Configuration (per election)

Line

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

4

Hosting (per year)

4.00000

EA

$15,000.000000

$60,000.00

Comm Code

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Hosting (per year)

Comments: Hosting is set up in the implementation process and will be maintained throughout the year.
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Line

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

5

Support (per election)

4.00000

EA

$5,000.000000

$20,000.00

Comm Code

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Line

6

Comm Code

Support (per election)

Comm Ln Desc

Qty

Unit Issue

Unit Price

Ln Total Or Contract Amount

Set Up and Configuration and
support (per Special election)

1.00000

EA

$10,000.000000

$10,000.00

Manufacturer

Specification

Model #

81112300
Extended Description :

Set Up and Configuration and support (per Special election)

Comments: Scytl must be notified of special elections as soon as they are scheduled, typically at least 4 weeks in advance.
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Sales Director
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Scytl
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Use only for evaluation purposes.
© Copyright 2017 – SOE Software Corporation D/B/A Scytl.

Neither the whole nor any part of the information contained in this document may be adapted or reproduced
in any material or electronic form without the prior written consent of Scytl.
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1 Executive Summary
Scytl is proud to present this proposal to the State of West Virginia for Election Night Reporting. Scytl is a
world leader in elections software with extensive experience implementing Election Night Reporting
solutions in the United States, at both local and state levels. Scytl looks forward to providing the same high
level of service and technical superiority to the State of West Virginia. Scytl has read and understands the
Terms and Conditions of the RFQ. In this proposal, Scytl will demonstrate our ability to meet the
requirements of the State of West Virginia for an Election Night Reporting System.
For more than a decade, Scytl’s solutions -- developed specifically for government election offices -- have
helped numerous jurisdictions connect with voters, improve operations, and streamline efforts and our
nationwide community continues to grow. Scytl has served more than 900 clients at all levels of government
including 13 state-wide installations. Of those 13 state-wide installations, 5 have been for Election Night
Reporting. Scytl will leverage our experienced and knowledgeable staff to build your solution with the future
in mind, including the provision of automatic upgrades and enhancements that ensure your operation keeps
pace with ever-changing technology needs.
Scytl’s Election Night Reporting is a software solution that presents election results online in real-time
through an efficient, user-friendly and intuitive graphical interface. This tool uses maps and graphics to
illustrate voter turnout, totals by vote type, and results by polling place. The Scytl system is a tested solution
which has been implemented in multiple States, including Colorado, Georgia, South Carolina, Arkansas,
and Kentucky. Because of this previous experience with State-wide implementations, Scytl has a unique
understanding of the challenges inherent in implementing an election night reporting system at both the
state and county level. Some of Scytl’s key differentiators from other ENR products include:


Experience conducting 5 statewide Election Night Reporting implementations.



A Project Director with 9 years of experience with ENR who has been responsible for managing our
statewide implementations, including working closely with the State of West Virginia on other
statewide product implementations.



A solution that meets and exceeds all functional and technical requirements from the State of West
Virginia.



A solution built with security in mind, including access controls and a high level of security on our
cloud hosting solution.



An experienced training team that will empower State users to train County stakeholders.

After working exclusively in the Elections industry for over 20 years, Scytl understands the challenges
involved with managing and training Election staff better than any technology partner in the industry. Scytl
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also understands the complexities of reporting and consolidating election results on Election Night. Through
a partnership with Scytl and our dedicated team, West Virginia will continue to optimize key processes,
which will lead to:


A more effective and efficient Election Night reporting process



Less manual effort required to consolidate and disseminate results on Election Night



A user friendly, visually appealing method for both constituents and media to track Election Night
Results

When it comes to expertise in elections software and web communications, there is no comparison – Scytl
will take your office to the next level. We look forward to working with the State of West Virginia to deliver a
transparent and professional election night reporting experience.
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2 About Scytl
Scytl is a privately held independent software vendor that provides Federal, State, and Local election
jurisdictions with innovative technology to help more effectively manage costs, time, training, and
transparency. Established in 2001 as a developer of custom election technology, Scytl quickly built a
reputation for highly transparent, secure, and easy to use solutions and a helpful and hardworking team to
support Scytl’s clients. Scytl partnered with many leading election minds across the US to build its portfolio
and to provide an array of best of breed election administration solutions. During this time Scytl grew its
client base to over 900 jurisdictions, in 28 states, across the US.
Scytl’s election modernization solutions represent the most innovative and robust solutions available to
election officials today. Our primary focus is putting control over costs and data back into the hands of the
election jurisdictions. We accomplish this by making our solutions intuitive and easy to use, open to send
and receive data in standard formats, and highly configurable to your unique needs
Scytl highlights and leading experience include:


Customers in 28 States



A national leader in software built for government



Products enhanced through collaboration with government officials

Scytl is proud to admit our strongest advocates are our satisfied customers, government leaders across the
United States. With customers in over 900 jurisdictions in 28 States, Scytl leverages “best practices” gained
from each implementation to enhance the products we deliver to each new customer whether at the city,
county or state level. Our extensive roster of customers span size, demographics, geography and voting
equipment type and vendor.
More specifically, Scytl’s solutions include a variety of web-based software products to assist in all areas of
election management. These solutions include Election Night Reporting, Online Poll Worker Training, Voter
Education Web Portals, eBallot Delivery for UOCAVA voters, Legislative Session Management, and Online
Voting. Built specifically for government and the public, Scytl’s platform assists public institutions by
providing web automation, new media tools and accountability-based reporting.

Scytl has worked on numerous high-profile electoral modernization projects for governments and public
administrations worldwide. Scytl’s projects have been proven globally, with thousands of public employees
using our products from legislative management to online training and from online voting to results
consolidation and election night reporting.
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The list below indicates a sample of Scytl’s previous projects which will demonstrate our firm’s past
performance and proven approach to meet and exceed your needs.

Jurisdiction

Size of Jurisdiction
(approx. number of
registered voters)

Products Delivered

State of New York

12,000,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training, Electronic
Ballot Delivery

State of Georgia

5,700,000 RV

ENR

State of New Jersey

5,300,000 RV

Electronic Ballot Delivery Research

State of Virginia

5,000,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training

State of Colorado

3,300,000 RV

ENR

State of Alabama

3,000,000 RV

ENR

State of Kentucky

2,900,000 RV

ENR, Electronic Ballot Delivery

State of South Carolina

2,500,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training, Poll Worker
Management, Election Planning, ENR

State of Connecticut

2,200,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training

State of Mississippi

1,900,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training, Electronic
Ballot Delivery

State of West Virginia

1,200,000 RV

Election Finance, Electronic Ballot Delivery

District of Columbia

453,000 RV

Online Pollworker Training, ePollbook
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3 Scytl Election Night Reporting
Public Facing Website Description
Scytl’s Election Night Reporting provides a captivating, in-depth State-wide election results
website. This tool allows elections officials to display visually appealing, graphical results
along with State maps to illustrate voter turnout, totals by vote type, and results by precinct.
With brilliant, colorful display this product is a must have for the public and the media on
Election Night. Scytl frequently upgrades the ENR front-end to add new features and ensure
that each website remains attractive and modern for the end users. Scytl Election Night Reporting allows
the State or Counties to upload data from all election vendors in use in the State of West Virginia and will
display results from Federal, State, and County level races.
Highlights Include:


Hosted Delivery – No Hardware, Software, or Bandwidth Burden on your Office



Graphical Presentation of Election Night Results – Maps, Bar Charts, Downloadable Reports



No Direct Internet Connection to Tabulation Equipment Required



WCAG 2.0 Compliant ENR Website Themes Available

GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION
ENR enhances your web presentation of election night returns by empowering every web visitor to search
for and find the information they desire. Bar chart presentation for each contest or issue on your ballot
visually highlights the leading vote getters. Granular details down to the actual number of provisional votes
received, where those votes were received, and votes by vote type (election day, absentee, etc.) are also
displayed.
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STATE AND COUNTY MAP DISPLAY
Candidates, political parties, voters, and media outlets appreciate the information display provided by ENR.
For every political contest or question on the ballot, ENR provides engaging maps showing each contest
within the State with details including precinct and vote type. The solution displays unique information, thus
empowering web visitors to locate the information they are most interested in learning. ENR’s map display
delivers instant feedback on voting trends, minimizing inbound requests and maximizing voter education
and transparency for your office.

VOTE TYPE BREAKDOWN
Today’s web visitors demand customized information. Scytl’s ENR delivers this through queryable reports
detailing election night information, including county and precinct specific results, contest or question
specific results, and vote type breakdowns. The vote type breakdown tab provides granular detail regarding
the votes received, outlining early voting numbers, absentee voting numbers, and Election Day returns. This
level of detail makes ENR the election industry’s most comprehensive election night reporting tool.
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PRECINCT REPORTING UPDATE
While it is important to know which candidate or position is leading in each contest or question, it is also
important to know the status of reporting for each county. ENR provides this detail through our visually
appealing county map display feature. Each election county displays their level of reporting. In the example
below, green indicates the counties participating, white the counties not participating, and orange represents
the counties whose results have been certified. On Election Night, the categories represented would be
completely reported, partially reported, and not reporting (or not participating). The specific colors selected
are configurable within the solution. This enhances the level of detail displayed on your website and
minimizes inbound requests for information.
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RECIPIENT LISTS
ENR assists election directors in distributing the
multitude of report requests on election night. The
product

includes

an

automated

delivery

system

managed through Recipients Lists. This feature allows
administrators to preload an unlimited number of
recipients and their email addresses or secure FTP
address prior to each election. Upon completion of each
upload, these recipients will automatically receive a CSV
or excel file containing the most recent update. This
feature has been praised by our customers for
expediting reporting to their state authorities and local media.

REPORTS & FILTERING
ENR’s ability to produce detailed breakdowns of contest information, vote type details, and precinct totals by
city, district, and township in addition to summary totals is what truly sets Scytl’s ENR apart from a static
presentation of a simple document. This level of detail helps to reduce phone calls, increase transparency,
and provide overall better service to your voters, the media, and the public at large on Election Night and
year-round.
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ENR Experience
Scytl is the leading provider of Election Night Reporting for cities, counties, and states. Scytl has provided
Election Night Reporting in the United States since 2002. Scytl’s Election Night Reporting represents the
cutting edge in attractive, visual representations of election results. In the 2016 General Election, Scytl
provided Election Night Reporting to over 500 U.S. election jurisdictions, representing results for almost 40
million voters. This includes 5 statewide implementations of Election Night Reporting, in Arkansas,
Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, and South Carolina. Below is a brief list of Scytl’s state and county ENR
clients.

Scytl considers its ENR product to be a cornerstone of our suite of software. A selection of our County and
State clients has been included below.
County/State

County/State

Arkansas State

Bastrop County, TX

Bloomington City, IL

Butler County, OH

Cape May County, NJ

Cass County, NE

Chatham County, GA

Cobb County, GA

Colorado State

Comal County, TX

Contra Costa County, CA

Dallas County, TX

Denton County, TX

El Paso County, TX

Fort Bend County, TX

Fulton County, GA

Gloucester County, NJ

Gregg County, TX

Hamilton County, OH

Hidalgo County, TX

Hood County, TX

Hunt County, TX

Jefferson County, TX

Kankakee County, IL

Kendall County, TX

Kentucky State

Lake County, IL

Lowndes County, GA

Lubbock County, TX

Luzerne County, PA

Macoupin County, IL

Martin County, FL

Mercer County, NJ

Miami County, KS

Miami-Dade County, FL

Middlesex County, NJ
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County/State

County/State

Monmouth County, NJ

Montague County, TX

Morris County, NJ

Nueces County, TX

Oakland County, MI

Ocean County, NJ

Okaloosa County, FL

Okeechobee County, FL

Olmsted County, MN

Orange County, FL

Osceola County, FL

Palm Beach, FL

Pinellas County, FL

Potter County, TX

Robertson County, TX

Rockford County, IL

Rockwall County, TX

Rusk County, TX

Santa Clara County, CA

Sarasota County, FL

Sarpy County, NE

South Carolina State

State of Georgia

Tarrant County, TX

Victoria County, TX

Will County, IL

Wise County, TX

Wood County, TX

References
3.3.1

State of South Carolina
Contact Details

Name:

Chris Whitmire

Position:

Director of Public Information and Training

Address:

South Carolina Election Commission
2221 Devine Street
Suite 105
PO Box 5987
Columbia, SC 29205

Telephone:

(803) 734-9004

Email:

cwhitmi@elections.sc.gov
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Project Description
The South Carolina State Election Commission selected Scytl to provide Election Night Reporting in 2006
and its use continues today. South Carolina currently has approximately 3.2 million voters. Scytl provides
a dynamic website with attractive visual representations of State of South Carolina Election Results. The
site allowed South Carolina voters to view election results on any device, including mobile phones and
tablets. The Scytl Election Night Reporting solution provided straight-forward set up and use for Election
Night and allowed the State of South Carolina elections office to make sure that all stakeholders were
informed of election results as the night progressed.

Scytl provided high project and quality management standards to achieve customer expectations throughout
the implementation process. Scytl delivered all formal project deliverables within the agreed schedule,
resulting in the solution that was successfully used during the 2016 General Election on November 8, 2016.
Voters were able to access the results throughout the night and the website received positive feedback from
users.

According to Chris Whitmire, Director of Public Information and Training for the South Carolina State
Election Commission, “The quality control and responsiveness throughout the Project was consistently of
the highest standard, and on several occasions, exceeded the level of service formally stipulated in the
contract. Voters were able to access results as they were posted throughout the night and the feedback
received by the SEC was very positive.”

3.3.2

State of Arkansas
Contact Details

Name:

Leslie Bellamy

Position:

Director of Elections

Address:

Arkansas Secretary of State
500 Woodlane
Suite 26
Little Rock, AR 72201

Telephone:

(501) 683-3721

Email:

leslie.bellamy@sos.arkansas.gov
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Project Description
The Arkansas Department of State selected Scytl to provide Election Night Reporting for an electoral size
of 1,618,328 voters. Scytl provided a dynamic website with attractive visual representations of State of
Arkansas Election Results. The site allowed Arkansas voters to view election results on any device,
including mobile phones and tablets. The Scytl Election Night Reporting solution provided straight-forward
set up and use for Election Night and allowed the State of Arkansas elections office to make sure that all
stakeholders were informed of election results as the night progressed.

Scytl provided high project and quality management standards to achieve customer expectations throughout
the implementation process. Scytl delivered all formal project deliverables within the agreed schedule,
resulting in the solution that was successfully used during the 2016 General Election on November 8, 2016.
Voters were able to access the results throughout the night and the website received positive feedback from
users.
According to Leslie Bellamy, Director of Elections for the Arkansas Secretary of State, “…the overall solution
was of a very high standard, and the service provided by Scytl was thoroughly professional. The quality
control and responsiveness throughout the Project was consistently of the highest standard, and on several
occasions exceeded the level of service formally stipulated in the contract.”

3.3.3

State of Georgia
Contact Details

Name:

Chris Harvey

Position:

State Elections Director

Address:

State of Georgia Secretary of State
2 MLK Jr. Drive
Suite 802 Floyd West Tower
Atlanta, GA 30334

Telephone:

(404) 656-2871

Email:

wharvey@sos.ga.gov

Project Description
The Georgia Department of State selected Scytl to provide Election Night Reporting for an electoral size of
approximately 6 million voters. Scytl provides a dynamic website with attractive visual representations of
State of Georgia Election Results. The site allows Georgia voters to view election results on any device,
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including mobile phones and tablets. The Scytl Election Night Reporting solution provides straight-forward
set up and use for Election Night and allows the State of Georgia elections office to make sure that all
stakeholders were informed of election results as election night progresses.

Scytl provided exceptional project and quality management standards to exceed customer expectations
throughout the implementation process. Scytl delivered all formal project deliverables within the agreed
schedule, resulting in the solution that was successfully used during the 2016 General Election on
November 8, 2016. Voters were able to access the results throughout the night and the website received
positive feedback from users. Scytl ENR was also used throughout the 2017 Special Elections in the State
of Georgia, which were highly visible nationwide.
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4 Mandatory Specifications
#

Requirement

4.1.1
4.1.1.1

Election Night Reporting Website
Website must be responsive and mobilefriendly to phones and tablets through
supported browsers and operating systems.

4.1.1.2

Website must be capable of displaying
configurable information for multiple
elections. Information per election includes,
but is not limited to:
Configurable banner with image and text
Election information
Date and time of last update
Website must be capable of aggregating and
displaying unofficial election results at all
Federal, State, and County levels, in both
graphical map and listing formats.
Website must be capable of aggregating and
displaying unofficial election results at all
Federal, State, and County levels, in both
graphical map and listing formats.
Results to display should include, but is not
limited to:
Contest - Vote for X
Contest - Total Votes
Candidate - Party
Candidate - Total Votes

4.1.1.2.1
4.1.1.2.2
4.1.1.2.3
4.1.1.3

4.1.1.4

4.1.1.5
4.1.1.5.1
4.1.1.5.2
4.1.1.5.3
4.1.1.5.4

Compliance Description
(Yes/No)
Yes

Scytl ENR is fully responsive and mobile-friendly for phones
and tablets on all modern browsers

Yes

ENR displays configurable information for multiple elections.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
Scytl ENR aggregates and displays unofficial election results
at all levels (Federal, State, and County) in graphical map and
listing formats.

Yes

Scytl ENR aggregates and displays unofficial election results
at all levels (Federal, State, and County) in graphical map and
listing formats.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
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4.1.1.5.5
4.1.1.5.6

Candidate - Percentage of Contest Total
Voter turnout (ballots cast/voter registration
totals)
Website must be capable of displaying County
participation or completeness status. Status
should be derived from number of precincts
reported and/or county participation. Status
should also be configurable by State or County
user.
Election Night Reporting System
System must allow for Agency or Agency in
conjunction with Vendor to configure system
with unique ID codes for Elections,
Candidates, Contests, and Districts (including,
but not limited to US, State, County,
Municipality, Precinct)
System must allow for configuration of voter
registration totals by District

Yes
Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes

The ENR site displays County participation and completeness
status by number of precincts reported. Precincts can be
marked as fully reported, partially reported, or not reporting.

Yes

ENR allows the Agency to configure each the system with
unique ID codes for Elections, Candidates, Contests, and
Districts (including, but not limited to US, State, County,
Municipality, and Precinct)

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

System must allow for election results upload
in file format designated by Agency ('character
separated values' format)
System must allow for multiple uploads of
election results, per county per election.

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes

The system allows for multiple uploads of election results per
county, per election. The elections officials can upload results
as many times as desired throughout election night and can
preview the results display before publishing the results.

4.1.2.4.1

Vendor and Agency will agree upon
encryption protocols for all data transfer
methods (HTTPS, SSL, TLS, FTPS).

Yes

Scytl and the Agency will agree upon encryption protocols for
data transfer methods. Scytl commonly uses HTTPS and SSL
to protect data.

4.1.2.5

System must incude easy-to-navigate tiered
permission levels of access including, but not

Yes

The Scytl system allows the Agency to identify different levels
of permissions for different user types, including
Administrator, State, and County users.

4.1.1.6

4.1.2
4.1.2.1

4.1.2.2
4.1.2.3

4.1.2.4
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limited to: Administrator, State, and County
users.
4.1.2.5.1

Vendor and Agency will work in conjunction to
establish user credential policies and features
once contract is awarded. Features should
include:
4.1.2.5.1.1 Adjustable password length, content, and
complexity - no less than 8 characters, must
contain three of the following: upper case
letter, lower case letter, number, symbol

Yes

The solution includes configurable user credential policies
and features.

Yes

The Scytl solution allows for configurable password
requirements, including password length, content, and
complexity. Scytl will configure the password requirements
to fit Agency requirements.

4.1.2.5.1.2 Login attempt and lockout policy (lock out
after not more than five attempts - account is
locked until administrator unlocks)

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

4.1.2.5.1.3 Password change policy (every 90 days or
sooner)
4.1.2.5.1.4 Session timing - if session has been idle for
more than 15 minutes, require user to reauthenticate
4.1.2.5.1.5 Two-factor authentication
4.1.2.6
System must allow for manual entry of
election results by State or County users, to
edit or override uploaded results.
4.1.2.7
System must include options for a results data
feed (export) and download capabilities
including, but not limited to .csv (Character
Separated Value) and .xls (Excel) formats.

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes
Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting
Scytl ENR allows for manual entry of election results by State
or County users to edit or override uploaded results

Yes

Scytl Election Night Reporting includes export and download
files in .csv, .xls, .xml, and .txt formats

4.1.2.7.1

Yes

The reports described in Attachment A are standard within
Scytl Election Night Reporting.

Desired reports are detailed in Attachment A
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4.1.2.8

4.1.3
4.1.3.1

4.1.3.2
4.1.3.2.1

4.1.3.2.2

Upon termination of the contract for this
solution, Agency is entitled to a complete and
timely dissemination from the Vendor to the
Agency of all uploaded results and relevant
configuration data housed by the system. This
includes, but is not limited to, any data
dictionaries and data flow diagrams. The
vendor must also ensure that all hardware
which may have stored Agency data and
proprietary information at any time will be
destroyed by the Vendor through a process
that prevents reassembly in any usable form.
Vendor must provide a notarized certification
of destruction, following the format of the
NIST Special Publication 800-88 Validation
Form.
Hosting, Support, and Maintenance
Vendor must provide hosting for Agency's use
of the Election Night Reporting Website and
System.
Vendor solution must include:
Web Services and Web Applications protected
by Web Application Firewall (WAF) capable of
restricting access based on IP address and
geography
Proper segmentation of web services,
application servers, and databases into
separate security enclaves with only necessary
traffic for system functionality permitted

Yes

Upon termination of the contract for this solution, Scytl will
provide all uploaded results and all State of West Virginia
data. As the solution is cloud hosted, there is no hardware
that will be destroyed by the Vendor. All West Virginia data
will be wiped from Scytl's servers and Scytl will provide a
notarized certificate that the data has been destroyed.

Yes

Scytl provides cloud hosting of the Election Night Reporting
solution as described in Section 5.1 of this proposal

Yes

Scytl protects ENR with a WAF capable of restricting access
by IP address and geography

Yes

Scytl segments web services, application servers, and
databases into separate security enclaves with only
necessary traffic for system functionality permitted
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4.1.3.2.3

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
mitigation plan in case website is subject to
attack

Yes

Scytl has a detailed disaster recovery plan and security
measures in place to protect against Distributed Denial of
Service attacks. More detailed information on Scytl's disaster
recovery plan and security measures may be found in Section
5.1.1 and 5.2 of the proposal.

4.1.3.3

Vendor must provide system with redundant
hosting and both Active and Passive fail-over
capabilities that prevent availability
interruption and performance degradation

Yes*

4.1.3.4

Vendor must supply 24-hour solution support
to Agency and Counties on Election Day,
including uptime of website, results file
upload troubleshooting, and account
maintenance.

Yes

Scytl’s system includes redundant hosting to prevent
availability interruption and performance degradation.
Instead of an Active/Passive pattern, Scytl employs a loadbalancing pattern. Scytl still maintains two separate
environments, but both of them are being used at all times.
This reduces costs and is equally as effective as
active/passive fail over patterns in ensuring that one of the
two environments will remain active in the event of an
availability interruption.
Scytl provides 24-hour solution support to the Agency and
Counties on Election Day, including uptime of website, results
file upload troubleshooting, and account maintenance. Scytl's
SLA may be found in Section 8 of this proposal.

4.1.3.5

Vendor and Agency will agree upon go-live,
accessibility, availability, and system
maintenance schedules once contract is
awarded. Go-live to public must be
completed prior to May 8, 2018.
Vendor must provide system that includes
minimum bandwidth required for:

Yes

Scytl will coordinate with the Agency to determine the final
project schedules once the contract is awarded. Scytl will be
able to implement the project prior to May 8, 2018.

Minimum 25,000 new network sessions per
second
Minimum 100 simultaneous new application
login events
Minimum 100 simultaneous logged in users

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

Yes

This is a standard feature of Scytl Election Night Reporting

4.1.3.6
4.1.3.6.1
4.1.3.6.2
4.1.3.6.3
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4.1.3.7

Vendor must employ industry standard
Yes
security protocols for the storing of and access
to Agency data

Scytl employs industry standard security protocols for all of
our solutions. More details on Scytl's security measures may
be found in Section 5.2 of this proposal.

Vendor must perform Penetration Testing and
Vulnerability Scanning no later than 30 days
prior to go-live. Solution must allow for the
same performed by Agency or Agency
sanctioned organizations. Vendor must report
medium and high-level vulnerability findings
within one week of the finding(s). All critical
and high level vulnerabilities must be
mitigated within 72 hours. Agency must
approve of any necessary mitigation plans
based on findings.

Scytl will perform Penetration Testing and Vulnerability
Scanning as part of the implementation process. The exact
scheduling of this testing will be determined with the State of
South Carolina and all medium and high-level vulnerability
findings will be reported to the State. Critical and high level
vulnerabilities will be mitigated within 72 hours.

Yes
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5 Website Capabilities
Hosting and Technical Infrastructure
As required by the State of West Virginia, the proposed system can be hosted on a cloud environment.
Installing the solution in a Cloud environment will provide significantly more agile scalability and
redundancy for less investment. Following the latest federal guidelines, industry best practices and
standards, Scytl’s suite of products is securely hosted in the “cloud” (Amazon Web Services), behind a
layer of redundant firewalls under 24/7 physical and application monitoring to ensure the security, health
and integrity of the system around the clock, providing industry standard counter measures against
attacks on availability. Scytl has hosted all of our solutions on the Amazon Web Services cloud for
multiple large elections, including the 2016 General Election. On Election Night in 2016, Election Night
Reporting alone had almost 5 million page views with no decrease in website function. If our solution is
chosen, Scytl will sign a mutually agreed upon Service Level Agreement (SLA) based on the State
requirements.

Our infrastructure is designed to provide redundancy for key components. Redundant Internet
connections are load balanced by redundant network load balancers. In addition, all servers are
connected to redundant network switches. The incoming web traffic is load balanced across multiple
web servers. Those web servers are serviced by a multiple node file server cluster and a multiple node
database server cluster. File level backups are performed nightly to a local disk repository for quick
restores.

Our current architecture provides nearly unlimited scalability with a bandwidth scale sufficient to
accommodate increased traffic. Should it be necessary, additional web servers can be added “on the
fly“ to handle all additional traffic load as well as file and/or database server size adjustment as load
dictates. Application security is handled by Secure Socket Layer for appropriate web sites and Secure
File Transfer Protocol where appropriate.

The proposed hosting environment to host the solution is AWS (Amazon Web Services), with the highlevel architecture depicted in the following figure.
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Figure 1 – High level system architecture

The main technical components of the solution can be summarized as follows:


Applications hosted on a load-balanced, expandable pool of Linux/Apache web servers.



Amazon’s RDS (Relational Database Service) is used to host the database, providing scalability
and high availability built in to the service



Shared files are hosted using an enterprise-grade storage as a service, Virtual Private Storage
Array, also providing built-in scalability and high availability



Videos and other content assets are served to end users via a worldwide CDN (Content Delivery
Network) providing for high performance and scalability.

Regarding the specific hosting and security requirements:
1. Reporting tools will be available to show hit counter, uptime, and bandwidth usage histograms.
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Figure 2 – Sample Reporting Tool

2. Availability of at least 99.9% uptime. Schedule of required maintenance windows will be
submitted to the State annually no later than two weeks prior to the start of each calendar year.
It will be possible to make arrangement to adjust maintenance schedules should the planned
work conflicts with election cycles.
3. Multiple highspeed OC-192 paths to the Internet with automatic IP address block rerouting
(BGP4).
4. Full redundancy on all infrastructures and network support systems (the branches of servers
will be located in different regions and availability zones of Amazon in order to provide a true
highly redundant system).
5. State will have access to system/application logs to verify compliance with hosting and security
requirements. It is expected that the State will provide 24-hour notice when requesting access
to such logs.

Scytl is fully compliant with the SOC1/SSAE 16 through Amazon Web Services and its report can be
directly provided to the State should this be required (once an NDA has been signed due to AICPA
requirements regarding its use and contractual agreements). The NDA should be signed after the
awarding of the contract. However for further public information on SOC 2: Security Criteria please
refer to the following address: https://cert.webtrust.org/pdfs/soc3_amazon_web_services.pdf
In addition, further information can be found on the following Whitepapers that provide details related to
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security and Compliance:


AWS Security Whitepaper:
http://media.amazonwebservices.com/pdf/AWS_Security_Whitepaper.pdf
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5.1.1

AWS Compliance Whitepaper:
http://media.amazonwebservices.com/AWS_Risk_and_Compliance_Whitepaper.pdf

Details of disaster recovery plan

Scytl has extensive experience managing web-based election-related platforms nationwide. Our
facilities are proven and have comprehensive disaster recovery plans in place. The proposed
infrastructure is a multi-region and multi-AZ (AZ - Availability Zone 1 ), which means that different
branches of servers are located in different regions and zones. The database is synchronized
automatically across the different regions.

With this approach, we provide a multi-site hosting environment that is able to continue providing the
service even if a region or a zone is not available. With this mechanism, in the event of a system failure
or a region or a zone, we are able to continue offering the service (while the other site is recovered),
which means that it will not be necessary to wait up to two hours to restore the full service.
Multi-site hosting facilities
The database employed, Amazon RDS Multi-AZ, provide enhanced availability and durability for
Database (DB) Instances, making them a natural fit for production database workloads. Amazon RDS
automatically creates a primary DB Instance and synchronously replicates the data to a standby
instance in a different Availability Zone (AZ). Each AZ runs on its own physically distinct, independent
infrastructure, and is engineered to be highly reliable. In case of an infrastructure failure (for example,
instance hardware failure, storage failure, or network disruption), Amazon RDS performs an automatic
failover to the standby, so the proposed system can resume database operations as soon as the failover
is complete. Since the endpoint for the proposed DB Instance remains the same after a failover, the
proposed system can resume database operation without the need for manual administrative
intervention.

1

In AWS, Availability Zones within a region are well connected, but physically separated.
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Figure 3 – Disaster Recovery – Multi-site hosting

Furthermore, with the proposed infrastructure, we are able to provide multi-site load balancing.
Disaster Recovery (DR) Approach with AWS
Applications deployed on AWS have multi-site capability by means of multiple Availability Zones. As
mentioned previously, Availability Zones are distinct locations that are engineered to be insulated from
each other, providing low-latency network connectivity within the same region at a reasonable cost.

There are two main approaches for replicating data: synchronous and asynchronous. The approach
employed in this scenario will be synchronous replication. With synchronous replication, data will be
atomically updated in multiple locations. For example, when deployed in Multi-AZ mode, Amazon RDS
uses synchronous replication to duplicate data in a second Availability Zone. This ensures that data is
not lost if the primary Availability Zone becomes unavailable.

If a site becomes unavailable, the proposed approach ensures that the service will not be interrupted.
In order to recover from a disaster, it will be necessary to restore the primary site to a working state
(often referred to as a “fail back”). This will require the restarting of the application servers and
synchronizing the database (with the content that have changed in the previous servers).
Backups and test plans
Automated backups of all customer data are made nightly and kept in an off-site facility. Tests for these
plans occur semi-annually to validate recovery processes and response times. In the event disaster
strikes our facility, all service is transferred to a redundant, alternate facility in another state.
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Security Measures
Scytl’s infrastructure is based on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and relies on the security frameworks
and measures in place. Amazon Web Services is ISO 27001 and ISO 9001 certified.

ISO 27011 certification is a security management standard that specifies standard that specifies security
management best practices and comprehensive security controls following the ISO 27002 best practice
guidance. This is a widely-recognized international security standard. Certification in the standard
requires Amazon Web Services to:


Systematically evaluate our information security risks, taking into account the impact of
company threats and vulnerabilities



Design and implement a comprehensive suite of information security controls and other forms
of risk management to address company and architecture security risks



Adopt an overarching management process to ensure that the information security controls
meet the information security needs on an ongoing basis

The key to the ongoing certification under this standard is the effective management of a rigorous
security program. The Information Security Management System (ISMS) required under this standard
defines how we perpetually manage security in a holistic, comprehensive way. The ISO 27001
certification is specifically focused on the AWS ISMS and measures how our internal processes follow
the ISO standard. Certification means a third party accredited independent auditor has performed an
assessment of our processes and controls and confirms they are operating in alignment with the
comprehensive ISO 27001 certification standard.

In addition, Amazon Web Services is ISO 9001 certified. This is a global standard for managing the
quality of products and services based on eight principles defined by the ISO Technical Committee for
Quality Management and Quality Assurance; including, customer focus, leadership, involvement of
people, process approach, system approach to management, continual improvement, factual approach
to decision-making, and mutually beneficial supplier relationships. The key to the ongoing certification
under this standard is establishing, maintaining and improving the organizational structure,
responsibilities, procedures, processes, and resources in a manner where AWS products and services
consistently satisfy ISO 9001 quality requirements.

In order to meet strict ISO security standards, Amazon Web Services has implemented several specific
security rules.


Access rules: access to privileged servers and services are routed through a secure virtual
private network



Privileged access to services: Access to services is based on a strict certificate matching
protocol



Public facing service: Any public facing service is encrypted using SSL
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6 Reporting
File Formats
Scytl has worked extensively with tabulator vendors across the country to be able to import files from all
major tabulator vendors. Of the tabulator vendors approved for use in the State of West Virginia, Scytl
Election Night Reporting will be able to accept files from Premier Election Services, ES&S, Dominion,
and Unisyn. In addition, State or County administrators are able to enter results manually in the event
that exports are not available. Scytl has reports available in CSV, XLS, XML, and TXT formats.
Additional details on the reports available may be found in Section 13.2.

Available Reports
Scytl’s Election Night Reporting System includes several types of reports which are available on the
Election Night Reporting website for public download. These report types include: CSV, XLS, XML, and
TXT reports.

Scytl’s Election Night Reporting page is able to display information on the percentage of precincts
reporting and will display results in graphical and map formats. The graphic below shows Scytl’s
Precincts Reporting feature for a Special Election in some counties in the State of Georgia. The
graphic includes a map of which precincts have reported and a chart displaying the percentage of
precincts reporting. Since this Special Election only impacted 3 counties, only 3 counties are colored
in on the map.
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In addition to Scytl’s precincts reporting page, all results are displayed using both maps and graphs. A
sample of the graphs available in Election Night Reporting can be found below.

Scytl Election Night Reporting is a media-friendly solution. Scytl’s XML reports are frequently used by
media outlets to enter into their own graphics systems. According to the Associated Press:

For each election, the AP Election Research and Vote Tabulation Team needs to quickly and
efficiently collect accurate election data at all levels of granularity. We work closely with
election offices across the country to ensure we report the most up-to-date and accurate
election results. When a state or county uses Scytl’s Election Night Reporting Solution, the
data is easy to find and understand, allowing us to more quickly share election night results
with AP member news organizations, election subscribers and the public.

In addition, Election Night Reporting allows State and County administrators to add reporters or news
stations to the Recipients List. This feature allows administrators to preload an unlimited number of
recipients and their email addresses or secure FTP address prior to each election. Upon completion of
each upload, these recipients will automatically receive a CSV or excel file containing the most recent
update. This feature has been praised by our customers for expediting reporting to their state
authorities and local media.
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Finally, Scytl is in the process of reviewing the new NIST CDF for Elections and will make our exports
comply with this format in the future.

Data Backups
Scytl Election Night Reporting is able to maintain historical records of elections using our system. The
State of West Virginia will be able to access the Election Night Reporting page for these elections
throughout the length of the contract. Upon termination of the contract, all State of West Virginia data
will be returned to the State.

Automated backups of all customer data are made nightly and kept in an off-site facility. Tests for these
plans occur semi-annually to validate recovery processes and response times. In the event disaster
strikes our facility, all service is transferred to a redundant, alternate facility in another state. Additional
information on Scytl’s disaster recovery plan may be found in Section 12.1.1.
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7 Implementation Plan
Scytl is used to working on electoral projects with tight schedules and unmovable deadlines. Previous
experiences validate this point. Therefore, to achieve the project goals, Scytl will implement the electoral
management approach used in the implementations for the State of Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia,
Kentucky, and South Carolina.

Throughout this project, State of West Virginia personnel will be required to commit an estimated total
of 115 hours to the implementation over 8-10 weeks. State of West Virginia personnel will need to
provide data files from all County tabulator vendors and map files at project kick-off. State of West
Virginia personnel will also be required to approve the State banner designs. Finally, State of West
Virginia personnel will need to be available to be trained on the use of the Election Night Reporting
system.

The project has been scheduled into phases, which are detailed in the next section, including the
deliverables (milestones or final deliverable) for each one. In terms of the schedule, Scytl is fully
confident that the project can be delivered on time due to its extensive experience and the use of
technology already available and proven worldwide. The table below shows the main scheduled
activities for the ENR solution. This timeline assumes that the implementation begins by February 15,
2018.

Week

Phase

Milestones or Final Deliverables

Week 1

Initiation



Detailed project plan



Staffing plan



Risk management plan



Requirement GAP Analysis



User Requirement Specification Document



Creation of Election Night Reporting website design



Creation of custom reports



Development of Unisyn parser

Customization/Development



Creation of Election Night Reporting website design

Continued



Creation of custom reports



Development of Unisyn parser

Quality Assurance and User



Validated solution

Testing



Documentation (User Manual, System

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Requirements Gathering

Customization/Development

Administration Manual)
Week 6

Training



Training plan



Training materials
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Week 7

Election Readiness



Election configuration sheet

Week 8

Election



Election statistics report



Post-election report



Status report



Change request report

Week 9

Maintenance and Support

Initiation phase
In this phase, the project is initiated and all involved stakeholders are introduced and a clear hierarchy
is established. The Project Management methodology and Quality Management approach are reviewed,
an initial schedule for delivering the project and the initial identified risks are defined.

Objectives


To initiate the project, so all involved stakeholders are introduced and a clear
hierarchy is established



To review the Project Management methodology and Quality Management approach



To define the initial schedule for delivering the project



To define the initial identified risks
Inputs



Signed contract for the project

Stakeholders

Main Activities


Work on initial Project definition, including:
o team components
o project management
o quality management
o risk management
o roles & responsibilities
o deliverables



Active involvement in scheduled meetings



Revision and validation of generated documentation and
requirements

Scytl

Client

Deliverables


Initial Project Management Plan



Initial Planning / Schedule



Initial Risk Management Plan and risk log
Criteria to move to next phase



All Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee
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Requirements phase
In this phase, the detailed requirements (specifications) for the project are defined and agreed. The
detailed schedule for delivering the project, and the testing and acceptance strategy are also defined.

Objectives


To define the detailed schedule for delivering the project



To define and agree the detailed requirements (specifications) for the project



To define the testing and acceptance strategy



To define the audit scope (if applicable)
Inputs



The initial Project Management Plan and schedule



The initial Risk plan and risk log



The requirements established by the Client



Scytl’s proposal for the project



The standards and normative regarding software development and testing



Complementary solutions provided by Scytl



Initial list of materials to order and procure

Stakeholders

Main Activities


Update the Project definition, including project management,
quality management and risk management



Work on the testing plan, both internal and external (the user
acceptance process)



Work on the definition of the audit scopes (the one related to
security and the one related to the whole electoral process, if
applicable)



Work on a detailed planning where the tasks for each stakeholder
are clearly defined



Initiate contact with Unisyn to receive Unisyn files



Set up environment for software development



Initialize the environment for software testing and integration



Active involvement in scheduled meetings



Revision and validation of generated documentation and
requirements



Submission of all required information and any known constraint



Coordination of all involved stakeholders of the project, including
Client internal staff, subcontractors and external agents (e.g.
auditors).

Scytl

Client
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Deliverables


Updated Project Management Plan



Requirement GAP Analysis Document



Requirements Specification Document



Detailed Planning / Schedule



Updated risk log



Testing plan and test cases (initial)
Criteria to move to next phase



All Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee



Preparation and Sign-Off on Requirement GAP Document and the Requirements
Specification Document

Customization/development phase (1-2 weeks)
In this phase, the solution is customized taking into consideration the requirements and plan defined in
the previous phases. Additional components required are also developed and/or customized if required.

Objectives


Customize / Develop the solution taking into consideration the requirements defined
in the previous phase



Customize/develop additionally components required
Inputs



Current version of the solution



Current version on other additionally component



Requirements Specification Document



Environment for software development



Software development standards and coding normative



Normative related to technical documentation generation



Initial Testing plan and test cases



Samples of data/elements required for the integration

Stakeholders

Scytl

Client

Main Activities


Solution customization based on agreed specifications



Creation of custom reports and development of Unisyn parser



Testing plan and testing cases



Initialization of the document generation (user manuals)



Finalize the environment for software testing and integration



Internal testing on the customized system



Supervise customization works



Participate in progress-reporting meetings
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Deliverables


Software ready to be QA



Finalized testing plan and test cases



Initialized manuals/guides
Criteria to move to next phase



Software internally tested and validated by Scytl

Quality Assurance (QA) and User Testing phase
As previously introduced, in this phase the customized solution is reviewed following the QA standards.
The documentation is also reviewed against actual solution process.

Objectives


Review the customized solution following the QA standards



Review documentation against actual solution process.
Inputs



The solution customized for the Client



The documentation for the initial phase of customization



Test and QA Plan

Stakeholders

Scytl

Client

Main Activities


Installation of the customized version of Solution.



Configuration of solution



Review of any required documentation



Validation of the system against use cases and validation scripts



Review documentation against actual solution process



Approval of the documentation



Validation of the customized solution
Deliverables



Solution ready to pass the acceptance testing



Documentation on the voting system, including instructions for voters, user manual,
and system administration manual



Test plan updated
Criteria to move to next phase



System deployed in the production environment



QA approval of the solution



Steering committee approval of the solution

Training phase
In this phase, training and technology transfer is provided to the final user of the solution. Different trainthe-trainer sessions will be delivered for the different users that may interact with the system.
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Objectives


Provide training and technology transfer to final user of the solution
Inputs



Agreed training plan



Solution installed and ready to be used



Solution’s Documentation

Stakeholders
Scytl

Client

Main Activities


Review documentation and prepare training support material



Execute training sessions as agreed with Client



Verify technology transfer execution



Validate technology transfer to Final users



Approve and close training sessions
Deliverables



Training materials



Final users trained in the use of the solution provided
Criteria to move to next phase



Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee

Election Readiness Phase
In this phase the solution is configured and deployed.
Objectives


Configure the solution provided to support the planned elections
Inputs



Solution accepted by the client and deployed in all polling centres



Final users trained

Stakeholders

Main Activities

Scytl



Configure, publish and deploy election

Client



Provide the election configuration sheet
Deliverables



Election configuration sheet
Criteria to move to next phase



Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee

Election phase
In this phase, the solution is used for the Election.
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Objectives


Use Election Nigh Reporting to display results



Obtain the results, i.e. the list of winner’s candidates
Inputs



Solution accepted by the Client



Elections configured in the system

Stakeholders

Scytl

Client

Main Activities


Open the election



Monitor the system during the election



Provide remote support to Client



Provide technical maintenance if required



Closure of the election



Generate election report



Act as a first point of contact for voters, providing assistance/support
to voters during the election



Upload relevant election results data



Validate final results



Validate reports issued
Deliverables



Election results report
Criteria to move to next phase



Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee

Maintenance and support
In this phase the initial delivery phase is closed, formally closing the project phase with the client and
the maintenance and support phase is initiated.

Objectives


Close the initial delivery phase. Formally close project phase with Client



Initiate the maintenance and support phase



Release resources (initial delivery phase)
Inputs



Approvals from Client of all deliverables

Stakeholders
Scytl

Main Activities


Initiate maintenance and support phase, producing the periodic
status reports and the change request report (when applicable)
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Client



Confirm the solution in the production environment is performing
properly



Issue final acceptance



Accept periodic reports from Scytl



Act as first point of contact for users
Deliverables



Final acceptance of the project



Status report



Change request report
Criteria to close this phase



Deliverables validated by the Steering Committee
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8 Service and Maintenance
Scytl will support the proposed solution throughout the contract period. Scytl offers a base–warranty
period which can be optionally extended should this be required by the State. Below, Scytl has included
our standard service level agreement to describe our customer service program and maintenance plans,
response times, election night report, and ability to ensure 99.9% uptime of the website.

Additionally, as required by the State of West Virginia, Scytl will support:


99.9% uptime and application availability, as measured in a week, during regular election
periods. The duration of each regular election period is 60 (sixty) calendar days: 15 (fifteen)
calendar days prior to an election through 20 (twenty) calendar days after the election ends. In
addition, Scytl uses different availability zones within Amazon Cloud Services to minimize the
occurrence of outages and a CDN (Content Delivery Network) approach to make content
available to the end-user in the event of any disruption.



Full redundancy on all Solution infrastructure and network support systems.



24/7 technical support to supply same call response time.



Defect corrections in accordance with the agreed-upon Defect Service Level Agreement.
Agency anticipates that corrections will be completed
o

Within 4 hours during regular election periods.

o

Repairs within 1 hour during key election periods (Key election period is defined as
Election Day and the 5 days following Election Day).

Levels of support
The overall support process exists of three levels. The figure below provides an overview of these levels
of support.

Users

Level 1 support

County IT Staff

Level 2 support

State IT Staff
Level 3 support

Scytl Specialists
Figure 4 - Support Levels
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This support process of three levels is organized as follows:

1. Staff members from the Counties of West Virginia are responsible for the first level of support
(e.g. County IT staff). They take support requests from the end-users by phone or email and try
to provide a solution. The State of West Virginia is encouraged to use the ticketing tool that will
be deployed and used by Scytl. If the county support staff at this level is unable to resolve the
support request, they scale the request to the next level.
2. The State of West Virginia staff members will provide the second level support. Only the first
level of support is allowed to contact second level support. All support requests shall have been
adequately registered and documented at level one to ensure that important details about
support requests are not lost or misunderstood. Most, if not all, support requests that are scaled
to second level support shall be dealt with and resolved at this level. In scenarios where
resolving a particular support request requires additional resources or if more thorough analysis
would be needed, the support request is scaled to the next level.
3. Scytl is responsible for the third level of support. This level of support will be located remotely
in Scytl’s software development department. It is staffed with the complete development team
involved in the development and customization of the Election Night Reporting System. It is
expected that only very specific support requests are scaled to this level of support.

Each level of support may only be contacted by the previous support level. End Users can only contact
first level support provided by the State of West Virginia. Scytl will only contact End Users directly upon
explicit approval of first level support.

Software Maintenance and Support – Technical Service description
8.2.1

Definitions

The definitions used in the Agreement are incorporated herein by reference. In addition, the following
terms shall have the following meaning:


“Software maintenance” is defined as the process of modifying a software system or component
after delivery to correct faults, errors and bugs, to improve performance or other attributes, or adapt
to a changed environment.



“Perfective maintenance” includes modifications and upgrades done in order to keep the software
usable over a long period of time. It includes new features and new user requirements for refining
the software and improving its reliability and performance.



“Adaptive maintenance” includes modifications and upgrades applied to keep the software
product up-to date and tuned to the changing environment.



“Preventive maintenance” includes modifications and upgrades to prevent future issues of the
software. It aims to attend problems, which are not significant at this moment but may cause serious
issues in future.
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“Corrective maintenance” includes modifications and upgrades done in order to correct or fix
faults, errors and bugs, which are either discovered by the Customer or concluded by user error
reports.



Response time means the time elapsing between the reporting of an Issue by a Customer and the
response from a Scytl’s Technical Support Services engineer acknowledging receipt of the reported
Issue.



Diagnosis time means the time elapsing between the Response time and the diagnosis of the
Issue made by Scytl’s Technical Support Services.



“Issue” means either
a) A failure of the Software to conform to the specifications set out in the documentation relating
to that version of the Software, resulting in the inability to use, or restriction in the use of the
Software, or
b) A problem in current features requiring new procedures, clarifications, additional information
and/or requests for product enhancements.



“Resolution or patch or Bug Fix” means either a software modification or addition that, when
made or added to the Software, corrects an Issue, or a procedure or routine that, when observed in
the regular installation or operation of the Software, eliminates the practical adverse effect of the
issue on you.



“Upgrade” means a revision or change of version of the Software released by Scytl to its end user
customers generally, during the Support Services Term, to add new and different functions or to
increase the capacity of the Software.



“Maintenance Release” is a release of or for the Software that includes the most recent Patches
and Upgrades.



“Current Software Version” means the most recently released commercially available version of
the Software at the time a Customer Support Contact relates a particular support incident to Scytl
hereunder.



“Supported Versions”. SCYTL’ obligations with respect to the Maintenance Services shall apply
only to those versions of the Software that are within one (1) year time frame of Current Software
Version.



“Hosted System” means Software hosted by Scytl externally in its data center to which the
Customer may access it over the internet from anywhere at any time.

8.2.2

General Terms and Conditions

The Customer shall be entitled to the following Support and Maintenance services during the Term and
upon payment of the Fee:
1. Scytl Technical Services. Scytl Support and Maintenance Services include perfective, adaptive,
preventive and corrective maintenance in relation to Supported Versions. The Support Services do
not include any post-installation configuration or development support, such as integrations of the
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Software with the user or third-party developed software or data, configuration advice that is not
related to initial installation and setup, or non-bug related technical problem resolution.
2. Resolutions and Severity levels. Scytl will make commercially reasonable efforts to provide a
Resolution or Patch designed for resolving a reported issue in accordance with the Service
Schedule hereto. If such issue has been resolved or corrected already in an existing Maintenance
Release, the Customer must install and implement that Maintenance Release/Upgrade; otherwise,
the resolution for critical and high severity issues may be provided in the form of a temporary patch
(fix, procedure or routine) to be used until a Maintenance Release containing the resolution is
available. The priority level shall be agreed between the parties following the priority levels
described below:
Severity

CRITICAL

Description

Details

An immediate and sustained effort using



Business critical function is down

all available resources until issue is



Major impact to Customer’s business

resolved.



No workarounds exist



Business critical function is impaired or
degraded

Technicians respond immediately,
assess the situation and may interrupt
HIGH



other staff working low or medium priority
jobs for assistance.

There are time-sensitive issues that
impact on-going production



Workaround exists, but it is only
temporary

Responding using standard procedures
MEDIUM

and operating within normal Management



Non-critical function down or impaired



Does not have significant current
production impact

structures.

Responding using standard operating
LOW

procedures and as time allows.



Performance is degraded



Non-critical, function down or impaired



No business impact



Generic Service Enhancements

3. Technical Support Contacts. Scytl Maintenance and Support Services will be accessible by one
(1) designated contact (Technical Support Contact) and one (1) back up contact. You may modify
your designated Technical Support Contact at any time during the terms of the service by confirmed
email to Scytl’s Technical Support Contact, who will be the only interface to the Scytl Maintenance
and Support Services.
4. Exclusions from Scytl’s Technical Services. Scytl is not obligated to provide Technical Services
in the following situations:
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a)

When Scytl determines that the Issue, is caused by unauthorized changes or modifications to
the Software provided by Scytl, resulting in malfunctioning of the Software. This is not applicable
if the changes or modifications are made under the direct supervision of Scytl;

b) The Software has been damaged through negligent use by the Customer.
c) The issue is caused by the negligence, hardware, malfunction or other causes beyond the
reasonable control of Scytl;
d) The issue is caused by third party software not licensed by or through Scytl;
e) The Customer has not installed and implemented a prior Upgrade or Maintenance Release; or
f)

The Customer has not paid the Technical Services fees when due;

g) The version of the Software that the Customer is using is not a Supported Version;
h) If the Customer has not complied with Scytl’s license Agreement;
i)

Failures related to an accident, disaster or other Force Majeure event;

5. Agreement in Force. Except as agreed herein, all other terms and conditions of the Agreement
shall apply with full force and effect to this Service Level Agreement.

8.2.3

Escalation Process

For each Issue:
1. The Customer’s Technical Support Contact will notify the Issue through the agreed channels;
2. A Scytl’s Technical Support Services engineer will acknowledge the reception of the Issue;
3. A Scytl’s Technical Support Services will do an initial diagnosis and complete the incident details
in the Incident Management Tool:
 Services affected;
 Level of disruption;
 Cause of the incident;
 Estimated time to resolve it;
 Feasible workaround.
4. The Scytl’s Technical Support Engineer will contact Customer’s Technical Support Contact
providing the diagnosis and incident identifier and will agree on a Criticality Level based on a
predefined set of criteria;
5. The Scytl’s Technical Support Engineer will provide regular updates on the incident status;

8.2.4

Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

Scytl’s Software Support and Maintenance Service is divided into different sub-services:
 Service Management (Normal Service);
 Election Period Support and Issue Response;
 Planned Maintenance Service and Technical Support;
 Hosting.
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Further details are provided below.
Service Management (Normal Service)
8.2.4.1.1

Service Description

To guarantee a smooth and efficient relationship between Scytl and their partners, Scytl assigns a
Service Manager (Account Manager) who will be the main point of contact to coordinate the regular
maintenance and support activities.

The Service Manager will regularly report on the different activities performed as well as the status of
the contracted pools of support hours (if any).
What is included



Single Point of Contact (SPOC)

What is not included



Project Management activities for Electoral Events

8.2.4.1.2

Service details

Service hours

Monday to Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM ET
On-call staff can be reached via the support telephone and/or support

After hours support

email.

Response time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)

Election Period Support and Issue Response
8.2.4.2.1

Service Description

In the event the Hosted System fails to perform as required by this Agreement (an “Issue”), the following
Issue Response Procedure shall apply: Customer will notify Scytl of any identified Issue as soon as
possible. Customer will also provide the reasonable availability of a single point of contact to assist
Scytl in resolving any Issue with the Software. Upon notification of an Issue, Customer and Scytl by
mutual agreement in good faith shall classify the severity of the Issue based on the levels detailed in
Section 8.2.2. Scytl shall follow up with Customer with a telephone call or email response within 30
minutes upon notification of an Issue, subject to the Issue levels below. During the follow-up telephone
or email, Scytl shall provide Customer with an initial assessment with a detailed explanation of the Issue
in conjunction with the necessary steps for the parties to mitigate the Issue.
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Severity

Response Time

Critical Priority

0-30 minutes (during business hours)

High Priority

Within 2 hours

Medium Priority

Within 24 hours

Low Priority

Within 5 working days

8.2.4.2.2
8.2.4.2.2.1

Service Details
Normal Service Availability
Monday to Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM EST (Eastern Time)

Service hours

On-call staff can be reached via the support telephone and/or support
After hours support

email.

Response time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)

Diagnosis time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)
Calls received outside of Service Support Hours will be forwarded to

Out of Service
Response

Service volume

Hours

the on-call service manager’s mobile telephone and best efforts will be
made to respond to the call based on the issue priority.
Annual pool of hours (see proposal/contract).


In the event of consuming the whole bundle of hours, an additional
pool of hours could be purchased;

Rules of use



Refunds or carry over are not considered if the pool of hours is not
consumed at the end of the Agreement (and on a yearly basis).
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8.2.4.2.2.2

Fifty Days Prior to an Election
Monday to Friday from 7 AM to 10:00 PM EST (Eastern Time)

Service hours

On-call staff can be reached via the support telephone and/or support
After hours support

email.

Response time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)

Diagnosis time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)
Calls received outside of Service Support Hours will be forwarded to
the on-call service manager’s mobile telephone and best efforts will be
made to respond to the call.

Out of Service
Response

Hours

Email support (product.support@scytl.com) will be monitored every
thirty minutes between 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday, Eastern Standard Time. Emails received outside of this time
frame will receive a response in accordance with the priority of the
reported Issue.

Service volume

Annual pool of hours (see proposal/contract).


In the event of consuming the whole bundle of hours, an additional
pool of hours could be purchased;

Rules of use



Refunds or carry over are not considered if the pool of hours is not
consumed at the end of the Agreement (and on a yearly basis).
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8.2.4.2.2.3

Early Voting Periods (14 days prior to Election)
Monday to Saturday from 6 AM to 11:59 PM EST (Eastern Time)

Service hours

On-call staff can be reached via the support telephone and/or support
After hours support

email.

Response time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)

Diagnosis time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)
Calls received outside of Service Hours will be forwarded to the oncall service manager’s mobile telephone and best efforts will be made
to respond to the call.

Out of Service
Response

Hours

Email support (product.support@scytl.com) will be monitored
continuously between 6:00 A.M. and 11:59 P.M., Monday through
Saturday, Eastern Standard Time. Emails received outside of this time
frame will receive a response in accordance with the priority of the
reported Issue

Service volume

Annual pool of hours (see proposal/contract).


In the event of consuming the whole bundle of hours, an additional
pool of hours could be purchased;

Rules of use



Refunds or carry over are not considered if the pool of hours is not
consumed at the end of the Agreement (and on a yearly basis).
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8.2.4.2.2.4

Election Day
12 hours prior to voting polls opening and 24 hours after polls close

Service hours

On-call staff can be reached via the support telephone and/or support
After hours support

email.

Response time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)

Diagnosis time

Dependent on issue priority (See Section 8.2.4.2.1)
Email support (product.support@scytl.com) will be continuously

Out of Service
Response

Service volume

Hours

monitored during this time frame. Emails will receive a response in
accordance with the priority of the reported Issue.
Annual pool of hours (see proposal/contract).


In the event of consuming the whole bundle of hours, an additional
pool of hours could be purchased;

Rules of use



Refunds or carry over are not considered if the pool of hours is not
consumed at the end of the Agreement (and on a yearly basis).

Planned Maintenance Service and Technical Support
8.2.4.3.1

Service Description – Planned Maintenance

Scytl is responsible of guarantying the quality of the Software provided under the Agreement as well as
facilitating the inclusion of new features as a result of a product evolution. Upon a Maintenance
Release, Scytl guarantees the data integration for the Supported Versions.

What is included



Perfective maintenance;



Adaptive maintenance;



Preventive maintenance (including updates such as digital
certificates);



Corrective maintenance;



Extension of any existing functionality, which should be handled via
the Change Management process;

What is not included



The development of any new functionality, which should be handled
via the Change Management process.
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8.2.4.3.2

Service details – Planned Maintenance
Monday to Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM ET

Service hours

Maintenance activities may be planned as after-hours service or
during the weekends as agreed the Customer

Response time

Diagnosis time

Within 2 working days


Critical and High severity issues - Within 8 service hours



Medium severity issues - Within 16 service hours
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8.2.4.3.3

Service Description – Specialized Technical Support Service

Scytl provides specialized technical support for those software components embedded in the provided
solution The Specialized Technical Support includes responses to technical questions and providing
technical support during maintenance or testing activities2. The support service will be handled through
the defined Technical Support Contacts.


Response to technical questions related to the products making up
the solution;



Deployment or support to the deployment on the Licensee’s
infrastructures after a Maintenance Release;

What is included


Ad-hoc digital signature of applications after a Maintenance
Release;

What is not included
8.2.4.3.4



Ad-hoc Trusted Build activities after a Maintenance Release.



Support on solution configuration for specific electoral processes.

Service details – Specialized Technical Support Service

Service hours

Monday to Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM ET

Response time

Within 2 working days

Diagnosis time

Within 3 working days

Service volume

Annual pool of hours (see proposal/contract).

Hosting
Scytl is responsible for new releases, security, maintenance and up time and will provide the Customer
with the following services:
a. Hosting of the Software in Scytl’ servers in an Amazon Data Center rented by Scytl located in
the US and providing the Customer access to the hosted SOFTWARE seven (7) days per week,
twenty-four (24) hours per day except for scheduled maintenance.
b. Installation, test and initial system set up in the servers in the Data Center.

Scytl will provide the Customer with the following support and service level:
a. Availability of 99.9% uptime (excluding scheduled maintenance windows).
b. Full infrastructure and network redundancy using distributed cloud locations.
c.

Reporting tools will be available upon request to show historic data.

2

Technical support during specific electoral processes is an optional service that is not included under
this service
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Software Updates Delivery Mechanism
Software

upgrades

are

included

in

the

costs

accompanying

the

proposal

during

the

warranty/maintenance period (as detailed in the previous sections). Scytl will notify the State of West
Virginia about the updates and will agree on when they will be deployed with the State staff.

As detailed before, Scytl will provide maintenance updates in the form of releases and patches. Since
the platform is offered as a hosted solution, updates will include operating system and third-party
software security patches that mitigate known or discovered critical vulnerabilities.

8.3.1

Baseline of maintenance

Software maintenance is the totality of activities required to provide cost-effective support to a software
system. Maintenance activity planning will be conducted during the base period and will result in a
finalized Maintenance Plan. This includes planning for post-delivery operations, which include:


Software modifications



Supporting County and State staff.

8.3.2

Policies for delivering software patches & releases

The Software Maintenance objective for the State is to provide support and to release the necessary
operational versions that address repairs and fixes during the maintenance period.

Maintenance will release patches and releases following these maintenance policies:
Maintenance type

Policy for releasing patches and releases

Corrective maintenance

Reactive modification performed after delivery to correct discovered
faults.

Adaptive maintenance

Modifications performed after delivery to keep a computer program
usable in a changed or changing environment.

Perfective maintenance

Modifications performed after delivery to improve performance or
maintainability.

Emergency maintenance

Unscheduled corrective maintenance performed to keep a system
operational.
Table 1 - Software Maintenance Types

Depending on the urgency and importance of software corrections or enhancements, Scytl will release
software patches or releases.
Software modification

Description

category
Patches

Patches include critical software corrections that cannot wait until a new
release due to their criticality.
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Releases

Releases are scheduled new software versions that include software
corrections and enhancements. Usually, several corrections and
enhancements are included in one batch allow major software changes
to be released at the same time. This improves software maintainability
and usability.
Table 2 - Software Modification Categories
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9

Cost Proposal

Scytl has prepared the following cost proposal for the State of West Virginia. This pricing assumes a 1
year contract with three option years. The Set Up and Configuration and Support fees included below
are per election. Scytl understands that the State of West Virginia holds 2 state-wide elections on even
years and 0 state-wide elections on odd years, on average.

ENR Price
Item

Quantity

Unit Cost

Design/Project Plan

1

$20,000.000

Implementation

1

$30,000.00

Set Up and Configuration (per

4

$5,000.00

Hosting (per year)

4

$15,000.00

Support (per election)

4

$5,000.00

Set Up and Configuration and

1

$10,000.00

election)

Support (per Special Election)

Services to Be Provided


The ENR implementation includes the following services:
o

Initial system setup in the cloud, including third party applications

o

A primary account manager assigned to the State to manage regular status meetings
and adhere to a mutually agreed upon timeline. Additional support resources will be
allocated as needed

o

Initial configuration of the system for all vendor types, including creating creation of 2
election templates

o

Initial review and import of client provided tabulation data files and GIS files for the map
display

o

One in-person training session of State election officials and remote group training
sessions for County officials by vendor.



o

Creation of 2 custom reports based on State requirements

o

2 custom banner designs

o

Access to standard documentation including setup and user guides

o

All materials in English

The Ongoing Support and Success Management package includes the following services:
o

Client set up for all elections

o

Right to continue using the software

o

Minor software updates for standard product evolution

o

Software patching
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o

Personal support on election night, including election verification, monitoring, and other
support services

o

Personal support for a total of 25 hours per election (includes requests for additional
remote training, custom development, banner updates, etc.)

o

Hosting of the system on Scytl’s Amazon Cloud Servers

Assumptions
The following assumptions3 have been made for the price quoted:
i.

Delivery dates to be defined and agreed upon following contract award.
a. The solution will be available to be used by May 8, 2018.
b. Task durations will be reviewed when the final requirements from the State are
delivered.

ii.

Prices in USD and without taxes (unless otherwise stated).

iii.

ENR Implementation assumptions:
a. Maximum of 2 elections per year.
b. Implementation timeline to be mutually agreed by both parties.

iv.

License maintenance includes the following:
a. Technical support (Tier 3), limited to 50 hours per year.
b. Correct and fix all Software Issues
c.

Software updates in accordance with product lifecycle.

v.

The proposed solutions are hosted on Scytl’s Data Center in the AWS cloud.

vi.

All services to be provided remotely unless otherwise stated.

Proposed Payment Terms




Implementation Costs:
o

50% upon signature of the contract.

o

50% upon acceptance of the solution.

Subscription Annual License (Software License Costs):
o

100% upon the initiation of the annual contract term.

3

Scytl has based its preliminary quotation on assumptions. Any deviation regarding the elements included in this quotation and/or
any additional service or material to the scope of this quotation will require a detailed study which may require an updated quotation
that will serve as a substitute for the previous ones submitted.
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